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For all new CRRT orders or if
the method of anticoagulation
changes, always order the
order set (little yellow box).
The order set provides both
the prescription power plan
and the required lab
orders/citrate flush.

Initiate the order first. This will then take you to the prescription power plan and ensure the labs and citrate
flush orders are launched.

When
finished

Same as usual ordering

Set dialysis flow rate to
provide entire
prescription (no longer
have predilution
hemofiltration option)

Select 5,000 u/1L heparin. Note: DO NOT order
a flow rate for the PBP. The nurse will titrate the
flow rate to the desired dose by protocol.

Order heparin bolus and starting dose in
units. The dose is the same as by syringe.
Only the concentration has changed.

Continue to give initial
bolus via the access
limb. Administer
subsequent boluses via
the red sampling port of
the filter set (pre blood
pump).

Order heparin bolus and starting dose. The dose is the
same as by syringe pump. Only the concentration has
changed.

Bedside tools on
laminated cards

Dose unchanged,
only concentration
has been changed
to match dose

If you do not see your order set in the order window (left), or the orders for labwork and citrate flush are missing, the order SET
was either not used for the initial order (the prescription power plan only was selected) or it was not initiated. hould be placed.
If you have a prescription for heparin but your orders do not include the PTT labs, you likely had a previous order for “No
Anticoagulation” that was not discontinued, and only the heparin prescription was ordered. The old order set should be deleted
and the heparin order set used to ensure labs are ordered.

To change details of the prescription only (e.g. solutions, fluid removal or potassium orders), without
changing the method of anticoagulation, choose the prescription only (no yellow box). This will open up the
last prescription to allow you to make changes. If you are switching to a different method of anticoagulation,
delete the entire order set and order with initiate a new order set for the desired method.
Please do not make changes to fluid removal or prescription using a communication order. Update the
prescription. This will ensure that the left hand prescription when viewed from the dialysis tab will always be
the most recent orders.

Choose the Dialysis Treatment Plan tab from the Results Review screen to see your most recent orders.
They always appear to the left after refreshing. Reconfirm the most recent orders at the start of each shift or
prior to any filter change.

Right click on the order set from the left orders window to discontinue CRRT or when ordering a different method
of anticoagulation. If the patient still has a dialysis line in place and you are not ordering a new anticoagulation
strategy, unclick the sodium citrate flush from the right hand window to keep this order active.

